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    The present study is concerned with the mechanical properties of phase-separated glasses with 

particulate microstructure.  Vickers hardness, flexural strength, fracture toughness and fracture surface 
energy of PbO—B303 immiscible glasses were measured. The experimental results were interpreted in 

terms of the properties and amounts of the constituent phases and the microstructural effects. 
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                           I. INTRODUCTION 

    In the last decade, a number of basic studies have been made to relate mechanical 

properties of brittle matrix, particulate composites to both the microstructural para-
meters and the properties and amounts of the constituent phases. These studies have 
shown that the mechanical properties of such materials can be influenced not only by 
the amount, size and shape of the dispersed particles but also the relative mechanical 
and physical properties of the particle and matrix', 2) However, it is still difficult to 

generalize the effect of a second-phase dispersion on the deformation and fracture 
behaviour of brittle materials. 

    It is the purpose of the present investigation, by concentrating upon one simple 
two-phase glass system, to gain further understanding of the basic deformation and 
fracture mechanisms of brittle matrix, particulate composites. The immiscible glass 
compositions in the PbO-B203 system was chosen for study. This system has one of 
the best characterized immiscible phase boundaries, which lies between about 1-44 
wt% Pb0.3-5) 

                     II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

   The glass samples containing 0 to 45 wt% PbO were prepared. Sample fab-
rication and microstructural characterization technique were already described 
elsewhere.6, 7) 

1. Hardness 

   Finely polished specimens about 3 mm thick were used for indentation hardness 
measurements. Indentation tests were performed using a Vickers diamond pyramid 
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   with a micro-hardness tester at room temperature under a dry N2 environment. 
   Twenty indentations were made for each specimen with a time of 5 s at full load of a 

   100 g weight. 

   2. Strength 

      Flexural strength was measured using rectangular bars 8 by 4 by 40 mm. 
   Measurements were made with a testing machine using three-point loading over a 

   32 mm span. All measurements were made in air at room temperature at a loading 
   rate of 0.5 mm/min. Six to ten specimens were fractured for each PbO content. 

   3. Fracture Toughness and Fracture Surface Energy 

       Fracture toughness values were determined using the three-point bend test of a 
   single-edge-notched-beam(SENB) along with the Vickers indentation technique. The 

   latter method has been developed over the last several years based upon a fracture 
   mechanics analysis of the indentation fracture problem.8-10) The applicability of the 

   indentation technique to fracture toughness evaluation of the present phase-separated 
   glasses has been recently examined by the authors.6) The purpose of additional use 

   of the indentation method is to obtain toughness values at lower PbO composition 
   range in which SENB specimen fabrication is rather laborious and difficult. 

     SENB specimens 8 by 4 by 40 mm were prepared. Specimens were tested in 
   three-point bending over a 32 mm span at a cross-head speed of 0.5 mm/min. All 

   measurements were carried out in air at room temperature. At least 6 specimens for 
   each PbO content were tested. Fracture toughness values K1 were evaluated from 

   specimen dimensions and fracture load using the equation given by Brown and 
Srawley.11) 
       The fracture toughness determinations by indentation testing were made on finely 

   polished specimens similar to those used for hardness measurements. Indentation 
   tests were performed using a Vickers diamond pyramid with a micro-hardness tester 

   at room temperature under a dry N2 environment. The surface traces of the cracks 
   extending from the impression corners were measured by optical microscopy about 
   30 minutes after the load was removed. At least 30 separate indentation fracture 

   patterns were produced on each specimen surface under an indenter load of 1 kg. 
   Relative toughness values k K1 (k: correction factor) were evaluated from indenter 

   load and produced crack dimension using the equation given by Lawn and Fuller.8) 
   The correction factor k was estimated by fitting the indentation data to toughness 

   values obtained from the three-point bend test. Using the value for k thus estimated, 
   absolute values for fracture toughness were evaluated for glass samples to which the 

   three-point bending technique was not applied. 
      Assuming that conditions of plane strain are met, the fracture surface energy 

P is given by ;12) 

T —  (1—v2)Kic(1) 
2E 

   where E is the Young's modulus and v is the Poisson's ratio. The elastic properties of 
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the present glasses in relation to their microstructures have been studied in detail by 
Shaw and Uhlmann.13) Using their published data for Young's modulus and Poisson's 
ratio, the fracture toughness K1 was converted to fracture surface energy according 
to Eq. (1). 

M. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

1. Microstructure 

   In Table I are summarized the results of the structural characterization by 
electron microscopy. As shown by Shaw and Uhlmann,4) present glasses are typical 

particulate composites which are composed of the two end-member phases. For the 
B203-rich region (about 1-20 wt% PbO) within the miscibility gap, B203-rich phase 
forms continuous phase, while for the PbO-rich region (about 30-44 wt% Pb0), PbO-
rich phase is continuous. In both regions, the volume fractions of the PbO-rich phase 
evaluated from electron micrographs agreed quite well with those calculated theoret-
ically from densities and compositions.7) 

            Table I. Microstructural characteristics of PbO—B205 immiscible glasses 

              Volume Vol. frac. Dispersed 
               fraction of of dispersed particle    wt% PbO

pb0-rich particlessizeMicrostructure 
      phaseD/fem 

0——— 
   50.05 0.05 

    100.13 0.130.17PbO-rich spherical particles 
    130.18 0.180.18in a B205-rich matrix 

   170.25 0.250.20 

  320.59 0.410.53 
  360.71 0.290.35 
    400.84 0.160.40B20,-rich spherical particles 

   410.88 0.12in a PbO-rich matrix 
 45——— 

2. Mechanical Properties 

   The results of mechanical property measurements are listed in Table II. The 
values for Young's modulus were obtained by interpolation of the experimental 

modulus data over the miscibility gap, published by Shaw and Uhlmann.13) As for 

glass compositions less than 5 wt% PbO, strength measurements were not carried out 
because rectangular bar specimens could not be fabricated in a controlled manner. 

   The size of the critical crack from which catastrophic failure initiates can be 
calculated with knowledge of the strength and fracture toughness. By arranging 
Griffith's fracture equation, the critical crack size can be expressed as ;14) 
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            Table II. Mechanical property data for PbO-B5O3 immiscible glasses 

FractureCalculated           Vi
ckers Fracture Young'sFlexural 

   wt% PbO hardness toughness modulusa)surfacestrengthcritical 
            H/GPa Kic/MNm3/3 E/GPa energy3S/MPacrack size                    rlJmal pm 

   01.210.954 17,3 24.5 

   51.280.926 18.7 21.4 1.04 .. 50 

   10 1.43.0.856 20.2 16.9 , 10145 

   13 1.450.828 21.0 15.2 106 . 38 

   17 1.550.833 22.3 14.598.3 45 

   32 2.351.5931.2 37.689.4 198 

 3534.5104 

   36 2.761.3836.2 24.4 102114 

   40 2.821.3344.5 18.486.3 149 
  41 3.1547.2 

   45 3.630.906 60.4 6.3072.6 98 

      a) Data from Shaw and Uhlmann13) 

a=  Y2Sz(2) 
where a is the crack depth in the surface, S is the fracture stress and Y is a constant 
which depends upon the crack and specimen geometry (Y=1.12 for a surface half-

penny crack14)). Assuming that failure is initiated from a penny-shaped surface 
crack, the critical crack sizes were calculated from Eq. (2). The results are shown in 
the last column of Table II. 

                            IV. DISCUSSION 

1. Properties of the End-member Phase 

   In Table III are shown some mechanical properties for the end-member phases, 
estimated by interpolation of the experimental data listed in Table II. Table III 
also includes thermal expansion coefficient data compiled by Takamori.15) 

2. Hardness Behaviour 

   Indentation hardness is defined as the load divided by the pyramidal area of 
indentation, the mean pressure under the indenter. That is, the hardness quantifies 
the resistance to deformation of materials and can be considered as convenient material 

parameter for characterizing deformation process. Recently, Miyata and Jinno16) 
tried to analyze the indentation hardness of glass matrix, particulate composites 
regarding glasses as elastic-plastic materials on a microscopic scale. upon 
Marsh's theoryl7) of indentation, expressions were formulated for indentation hardness 
of glass matrix composites containing spherical crystalline or glass particles. When 
hard particles are dispersed in a soft glass matrix, it is assumed that the deformation 
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                 Table III. Estimated mechanical data for the end-member phases 

                                                                End-member phases 

                                            1 wt% PbO glass 44 wt% PbO glass 

     Young's modulus')E/GPa17.556.5 

    Poisson's ratio')v0.260.27 

      Fracture toughnessKIc/MNm-3I'0.9470.960 
      Fracture surface energyram-s23.97.56 

     Vickers hardnessH/GPa1.233.53 
     Flow stressb)av/GPa0.7161.92 

        Thermal expansion coefliciente) a/106°C1 .147 

       a) After Shaw and Uhlmann") 
       b) Evaluated from Marsh's theory' 7 

       c) After Takamorils) 

  of second-phase particles can not be accomodated to the plastic flow in the matrix. 

  The hardness of the composite H can be expressed, for a dilute concentration of 

  dispersed phase, as; 

         H  =(1+ Q-1  01r1+/cln  1—Q~ l(3) 
Hm\ 1—Q0/\(1—aq5)(1-0) 

 with 

I=--B6ym/Hm 
15(1— vm)pp  Q - (7 

5vm),am + (8 —10vm),ap 

a—  15(1—vm)  (Q_1) 7-5v m 

  where H,„ is the hardness of the matrix without a dispersion, p is the shear modulus, 
(7,,„, is the flow stress of the matrix, and B is a constant equal to 0.60; subscripts m and 

  p refer to the matrix and particle, respectively. The constant r which depends upon 
  the flow stress and hardness of a glass matrix can be estimated at 0.3 to 0.4 for most 

glasses.16) When soft particles are dispersed in a hard glass matrix, on the other hand, 
  it can be assumed that the dispersed particles do not act as obstacles to the deformation 

  after the onset of the plastic flow in the matrix. For this case, the theory predicts that 
  the hardness and elastic moduli vary in parallel with volume fraction of dispersed 

  particles. The hardness is given by; 

Hm1+-------------------------------(4) +6(Km+2,um)(1-0)  
,up mum 5(3Km+4,am) 

  where K is the bulk modulus. 
     For glass compositions on the B203-rich side within the miscibility gap, the 

  dispersed second-phase has higher elastic moduli and higher flow stress. In addition, 
  the glasses in this composition range present relatively small volume fractions of 
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dispersed phase. It is then expected that the hardness behaviour follows. Eq. (3) 
derived for a composite consisting of hard particles/soft glass matrix. On the other 
hand, for glass compositions on the PbO-rich side within the miscibility, gap, it is 

expected that the presence of the second-phase dispersion causes a reduction of the 
hardness and its behaviour is explained following Eq. (4). In Fig. 1,. the experimental 
hardness data for the glasses in both composition ranges are plotted against the volume 
fraction of dispersed particles. It is seen from Fig. 1 that the experimental data are in 
fair agreement with the theoretical predictions in both regions. 

                        WEIGHT% Pb0                  
1  5 10 13 17  32 36 4041 44 

I I I I r I I I 
4.0 - (A)(B)- 

     3.0-- -- 
                          a_                    • • 

         2.0 -- - eq.(4) -
             2 

1.0 - -- eq.(3) 

               0 0 10 20 30 40 30 20 10 0 

                   VOLUME FRACTION OF DISPERSED PHASE 
            Fig. 1. Variation of Vickers hardness with volume fraction of dispersed 

                  phase for (A) glasses consisting of PbO-rich particles/B203-rich 
                  matrix and (B) gasses consisting of B205-rich particles/PbO-

                   rich matrix. 

3. Fracture Behaviour 

    It has been suggested that second-phase dispersions in a brittle material can 
increase fracture surface energy and fracture strength. The increase in fracture surface 
energy in some brittle particulate composites has been related to the change in crack 
shape caused by impedance of the crack front by the second-phase obstacles. Lange18) 

proposed, based upon a 'line tension concept', a mechanism of the momentary pinning 
of the moving crack front by obstacles, and provided an expression for the fracture sur-
face energy of a brittle particulate composite. Evans19) elaborated this theory and 

calculated the line tension contribution to the fracture surface energy as a function of 
the ratios of the obstacle dimensions and the obstacle spacing, where the obstacles 
can be considered 'impenetrable'. He concluded that line tension may be the major 
contribution to the increase in fracture surface energy of brittle matrix/brittle particle 
composites. 
    However, second-phase dispersions must have a variety of microstructural effects 
and they can also lower fracture surface energy and strength.2) Second-phase par-
ticles (or pores) can act as stress concentrators in particulate composites when elastic 
moduli and thermal expansion coefficient of particles are different from those of the 
matrix.2°,21) It is then possible that localized stress fields around and within the 

particles determine the fracture path and aid, in certain circumstances, crack pro-
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pagation which results in a lowering of the fracture surface energy. Here, we will 
interpret the data for fracture surface energy and strength, taking into account possible 
fracture paths in glasses under study. 

3.1. Fracture path 
   In the presence of localized stress fields around and within particles due to elastic 

and : thermal : expansion xnismatch between particle and matrix, the propagating 

primary crack can either go: through or circumvent the particles depending upon the 
differential thermal expansion, differential elastic properties and differential fracture 
surface energy of the phases.7) The fracture paths in the present two-phase glasses 
can be deduced on the basis of the discussions given in Ref. 7 and are shown sche-
matically in Fig. 2. 

  (Al PbO-RICH PARTICLES/ B203-RICH MATRIX 

CCm > IXp 
Em<Ep rm>rp 

r,IIIIIi,~ r ~II=~ 

(B) B203-RICH PART ICLES/PbO-RICH MATRIX 

am < Xp• 

Em>Ep 
Em < 

           (1)f ti 

        Fig. 2. Schematic of fracture paths expected for PbO—B205 immiscible glasses.' 
                Arrows around each particle represent residual thermal stresses in the 

                 matrix. Shaded areas represent stress-concentrated regions in the matrix 
               produced by elastic mismatch. The subscripts m and p refer to the 

                matrix and particle, respectively. 

3.2. Glasses consisting of PbO-rich particles/B203-rich matrix 
   For glass compositions on the B203-rich side within the miscibility gap, the 

fracture path is expected to .go through the particles. Therefore, the Lange-Evans 
theory is inapplicable to the present case. 

Let. us now consider the contribution of second-phase particles to the fracture 
surface energy when. the particles are considered 'penetrable'. If we assume that the 
crack will simply pass through the average areas of each phase, stereological con- 
siderations lead to the following expression for the fracture surface energy of composites; 
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T =Tm—(Tm—Ti,)0.(5) 

       However, it is unlikely that the crack passes through the stereological average areas 
       of the two phases. It can be assumed that the crack will seek the path having mini-
       mum area of the matrix with higher—fracture, surface energy than the particles. That 
       is, the crack will suffer local deviation from its main plane, seeking preferentially the 

       nearest-neighbour distances. between particles. If this crack propagation mechanism 
       occurs, the volume fraction of dispersed phase in Eq. (5) should be replaced by a local 

       volume fraction of dispersed particles .0, which we define as; 

01= (Ls/403(6) 

       where L3 is the mean intercept length of randomly distributed particles and 43 is the 
       average distance between nearest-neighbour pairs of particles in a volume. For a 

       dilute dispersion of randomly distributed spherical particles of diameter D, the nearest-
       neighbour distance in a volume is approximated as 43=0.554 (xD22/4)113 where ,l 

       is the mean free distance between particles.22) The quantity ,l is expressed as 2D 

(1-0)/(395) for randomly distributed spherical particles23) and can be approximated 
       as 2D/(30) for small volume fractions of dispersed particles. Then 43 can be written 

       as 43-'0.447D/O1/3. On the other hand, L3 is given by 2D/3 for randomly dispersed 
spheres.23) Hence it follows from Eq. (6) ; 

0/ = (L3/43)3 = 3.33(7) 

       and fracture surface energy is given by; 

T=Tm—(1-m—Tp)cb1 
=T„,— 3.33(I'm -Tp)0.(8) 

           In Fig. 3, the reduced fracture surface energies obtained for the glasses under 
        consideration are plotted against the volume fraction of dispersed particles. Theo-
       retical prediction from Eq. (8) is represented by a solid line, established by taking the 

       values as f„,=23.9 Jm-2 and TP=7.56 Jm-2. For comparison purpose, Eq. (5) 
       is also represented in the figure by a broken line. As expected, the experimental data 

       agree quite well with the theoretical prediction over the volume fraction range lower 
       than 0.15. The observed deviations in the volume fraction range higher than 0.15 

       can be attributed to the fact that Eq. (8) is no more valid for larger volume fractions of 
        dispersed particles, 

           Table II suggests that the present dispersed fine particles being considered 
`penetrable' have no effect on the critical crack size, although they can influence the 

        fracture surface energies. Thus, the strength and fracture toughness in the present 
       type of composites vary in parallel with volume fraction of dispersed particles under the 

        same testing condition. 

3.3 Glasses consisting of B203-rich particles/PbO-rich matrix 
           As shown in Fig. 2(B), the fracture path in these two-phase composites is con. -

        sidered to circumvent the particles. It is then expected that observed increase in 
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           Fig. 3. Reduced fracture surface energy for glasses consisting of PbO-rich 

particles/B2O3-rich matrix plotted against the volume fraction of 
                 dispersed particles. Solid line represents Eq. (8) and broken line, 

                Eq. (5). 

fracture surface energy with increasing second-phase particles can be explained by the 
application of the Lange-Evans theory.18,19) 

Langel$) found that the fracture surface energy is linearly related to the reciprocal 
of the mean free path between particles; 

=Z',n+z/A(9) 

where r is the line tension of the crack front. Evans19) elaborated Lange's theory 
and calculated the line tension contribution to the fracture surface energy assuming 
`impenetrable' particles . In Fig. 4, the fracture surface energies for glasses consisting 
of B203-rich particles/PbO-rich matrix are plotted against the ratio of the particle 
size to the particle spacing, D/,1. Theoretical line tension contribution calculated from 
Evans' theory is drawn in the figure by a solid curve. It is found that the measured 
fracture surface energy varies with D/2 in a similar manner to the predicted line tension 
contribution. This indicates that the particles act as `impenetrable' obstacles and the 
line tension may be the major contribution to the increase in the fracture surface 
energy with second-phase particles. 

   The critical crack size calculated for the present glasses should be regarded as 
invariant with volume fraction of dispersed B203-rich particles. The dispersed particle 
size is found to be much smaller than the crack size in the homogeneous glass, and the 
impenetrable second-phase dispersion appears to have no effect on the crack size. This 
suggests that the crack size in particulate composites is invariant with their micro-
structure regardless of the `particle impenetrability', when the critical crack size in the 
host glass without a dispersed phase is much larger than the particle size. It is then 
concluded that the critical crack size in the present glasses remains constant as long 
as the testing condition is identical, and observed increases in strength result entirely 
from increases in fracture toughness. 
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        Fig. 4. Fracture surface energy for glasses consisting of B203-rich particles/PbO-

              rich matrix as a function of the ratio of the particle size to the particle 
               spacing, D/2. Solid curve represents the line tension contribution calcu-

                lated from Evans' theory.is> 

                          V. CONCLUSION 

   Vickers hardness, flexural strength, fracture toughness and fracture surface 
energy were measured for lead borate glasses having compositions within the miscibility 

gap in the PbO-B203 system. The microstructure consists of PbO-rich particles/B203-
rich matrix for glass compositions on the B20-3rich side of the miscibility gap, and 
conversely B203-rich particles/PbO-rich matrix for glass compositions on the PbO-rich 
side of the gap. The deformation and fracture behaviour observed in the present 
two types of particulate composites could be best interpreted in terms of the properties 
and amounts of each phase and the microstructural effects. 
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